
 

CORPORATE PASS TERMS & CONDITIONS 
The Purchaser and every User of the Pass agree to all of the following:  

1. The Corporate Pass is the property of Sundance and is transferable, NOT refundable, and 
is NOT for re-sale.  Any distribution of the Pass to third parties, including but not limited to the 
public, customers and employees, must be purely on a complimentary basis. User may not 
package the use of the Pass to any promotion*. 
 

2. If the Corporate Pass is used for re-sale, the pass will be confiscated and voided. Violation of this 
policy may subject the Corporate Pass purchaser and the authorized user to prosecution for theft 
of services. This includes selling/listing the Corporate Pass on websites or apps (KSL, Craigslist, 
EBAY, ect.). 
 

3. If lost or stolen, you will be charged $35 for a replacement Season Pass. You must notify the 
ticket office as soon as lost or stolen. Reprint can be issued 24 hours after notifying the ticket 
office. 
 

4. Skiing out of bounds or ducking any rope line will result in confiscation of season pass for the 
remainder of the winter and summer season AND will result in prosecution.  
 

5. Swinging or jumping from the chair will result in confiscation of season pass for the remainder of 
the winter and summer season. 
 

6. Sundance reserves the right to confiscate a season pass for any conduct which Sundance deems 
unsafe or inappropriate. 
 

7. Retention devices are required on all skis & snowboards. 
 

8. The purchaser must sign a liability waiver and agree to the above terms and policies before 
picking up the pass.   
 

9. The purchaser shall familiarize every user with the rules and regulations from the 
Agreement and Terms &Conditions and accept full responsibility for each User’s actions. 
 
*The Pass cannot be packaged, sold, or used for the promotion or sale of any lodging, rental, or 
vacation property. Purchaser shall not advertise or promote the Pass as “Free Skiing” in 
conjunction with any promotion that may be considered in direct competition with Sundance, 
including but not limited to lodging, recreational resorts, and restaurants. Purchasers that breach 
this agreement will lose the Pass without any refund. 


